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QUESTION 1

Which of the following does MongoDB use to provide High Scalability? 

A. Replication 

B. Write Concern 

C. Indexing D. Sharding 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Consider the following document from the products collection: What does the following query using $elemMatch return?
db.products.find( { product_code: "345678" }, { variations: { $elemMatch: { size: ^L^ } } } ) 

A. Returns the complete document but retrieves only the size field from the array 

B. Returns the document but with only one element in the variations array (corresponding to size L) 

C. Returns the complete document since MongoDB does not support partial array retrieval 

D. Returns the complete document but retrieves only the size field from the array and also with only one element in the
variations array (corresponding to size L) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Given a replica set with five data-bearing members, suppose the primary goes down with operations in its oplog that
have been copied from the primary to only one secondary. Assuming no other problems occur, which of the following
describes what is most likely to happen? 

A. missing operations will need to be manually re-performed 
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B. the secondary with the most current oplog will be elected primary 

C. reads will be stale until the primary comes back up 

D. the primary may roll back the operations once it recovers 

E. the most current secondary will roll back the operations following the election 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

In which of the following scenarios is sharding not the correct option. Select all that apply. 

A. The write operations on the collection are low 

B. The write operations on the collection are very high 

C. The working set in the collection is expected to grow very large in size 

D. The collection is a read intensive collection with less working set 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 5

Below is a sample document in a given collection test. 

{ a : 5, b : 3, c: 2, d : 1 > 

Given a compound index { a: 1, b:l, c:l, d:l}, Which of the below query will not use in- memory sorting? Select all valid. 

A. db.test.find( { a: 5, b: 3 } ).sort( { c: 1, d : 1 } ) 

B. db.test.find( { a: 5, b: 3 } ).sort( { a: 1} ) 

C. db.test.find( { a: 5, b: 3 } ).sort( { a: 1, b: 1, c: 1 > ) 

D. db.test.find( { a: 5, b: 3 } ).sort( {c: 1 } ) 

Correct Answer: AD 
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